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Abstracft One of the major protective features of Shinkansen, the Japanese'high-speed
railway system, against earthquakes is a Seismic Early Warning System which detects the
occurrence of earthquakes before the strong ground motion reachbs the line. This study
addresses a formulated method to quantify the cost-benefit trade-offs between the gain in
safety and the costs associated with false alarms under various alternative configurations of
the system.
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l.INTRODUCTION

Since Japan sits atop the junction of the Pacific, Eurasian and Philippine tectonic plates, and
has accordingly suffered the devastation of major earthquakes throughout its history, the
seismic risk ii hn important consideration among the overall safety issues for the nationwide
railway network, especially the Shinkansen system. For the protection of this transportation
system against earthquake, a Seismic Early Warning System (SEWS) is being operated that
airtomaticalty induce. a train to stop when a potentially destructive earthquake is detected at
an accelerometer which is located near the epicenter.

Alike many other warning systems, one of the major managerial concerns for the operator.of
SEWS is tb find the optihal trade-off between gain in safety and the costs associated with
false alarms issued by the system. [n order to address this target, this study develops a

procedure for seismic risk analysis tailored to the Tohoku Shinkansen focusing on the
effectiveness of the existing SEWS and of alternatives to it.

The procedure includes the standard method of earthquake hazard analy-sis (identification of
seismic sources, estimation of recurrence parameters and specification of attenuation model).
It also includes the special features for the seismic risk analysis of railway systems such as the
spatially distributed-nature of the system, the seismic behavior of running trair.rs. and track
siructuies, relationship among earthquake magnitudes, epicentral locations, the
activation/non-activation patterns of the warning systems and the probability that a trair at a
given location derails.

2.THE CURRENT SEWS OF THE TOHOKU SHINKANSEN

The Tohoku Shinkansen is a high-speed railway along the eastern side ofHonshu, the_largest
of the Japanese islands operated by East Japan Railway, one of the railway companies that
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emerged from the privatization of the previoug Ja,pqgsg Nationl! Railways. The line is about
500 tan long and links Tokyo to the northern city Morioka with 16 intermediate stations.

The structure of the line is comprised of continuous double-track viaducts, not of
embankments as most conventional railway lines in Japan do, except for tunnels in
mountainous parts of the line. Accelerometers are installed at ll coastal seismic stations and
24 wayside siismic stations, each of which is conesponding to-one of 24 non-overlapping
operational Eack segments. The locations of coastal stations are chosen to provide the longest
leid time for a train to stop safely for offshore earthquakes. Each coastal accelerometer
controls a preset operational Eack segment as shown in Figure 1. Therefore, as the intensity of
ground motion at a coastal station exceeds the chosen threshold level, emergency braking is
automatically activated for all tiains running in the corresponding track segment.

The wayside system consists of24 accelerometers installed at nearly equal intervals between
Tokyo and Morioka. They operate for protect against inland earthquakes and also as a second
line of defense against offshore earthquakes that might not be triggered by.the coastal stations.
Furthermore, the intensity of ground motion recorded at a wayside station is the basis for
operational decisions.

After an earthquake triggered emergency train braking, operational actions to be taken vary
depending on the intensity of the ground motion recorded at a wayside station. Train
operation is to be resumed as soon as the intensity of the ground motion at a wayside station is
proved to be so small that there is obviously no need of post-earthquake track inspection. [n
this case, only a short delay, typically several minutes, will be caused to the train operation.
Otherwise, a post-earthquake inspection will be made either quickly by on-board or more
carefully by on foot depending on the intensity of the ground motion. These cases can cause
longer delays to the train schedule, typically around a couple ofhours in the former case and a
several hours in the latter case.

o Wayside accelerometers

1 Coastal accelerometers

Figure 1: Tohoku Shinkansen line; location of stations and of wayside and coastal accelerometers
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Both- coastal . ald wav_side stations can trigger emergency braking on peak Ground
Acceleration (PGA) of S waves and also on P wave informatibn. The dbvious advantage of
using P waves is increase in lead time of emergency braking. This benefit is counterbala-nced
by increase in the rate of false alarms to some-degree due to ttre limitea accuracy of p wave
based detection.

3.MODELING THE SYSTEM

Here we formulate a set of proce{qrgsto quantify the trade-offbetween safety and the rate of
false alarms induced by various SEWS on the basis of previous risk studies[i],[2] and for the
contemporary system settings ofthe Tohoku Shinkansen.

3.1 Seismic Environment

IIq ."Tt ru*e activity in-the region surrounding the Tohoku Shinkansen may be broadly
divided into the Pacific Ocean seismicity, the inland seismicity and the Sea of Japair
sgismicity. This division can be observed in the map of earthquhke epicenters, shown in
Figqe ]. The Pacific offshore earthquakes contribute 80 to 90 Vo ofthe eaithquake occurrence
rate in the area and are often of larger magnitude. However, these events occur at a distance of
at least 80 to 100 km from the line and therefore subject to higher attenuation. These
characteristics of the regional seismicity motivate the philosophy of the SEWS stated above.
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Figure 2: Historical Earthquake Epicenters in and around Japan

To model the seismic environment of the Tohoku Shinkansen, we have defined 20 seismicity
sectors within which earthquake activity is considered uniform: see Figure 3. The areas and
conhguration of the seismic sectors were determined based on the distribution of the location
and the magnitudes of historical earthquake. A statistical analysis of the historical data
produces estimates of )(M), where 2(M) is the rate in events/year of earthquakes of
magnitude larger than M in a seismogenic source. We assume that ). (M) follows the
Gutenberg-Richter relationship :
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Figure 3: Seismicity Sectors

tog,olr(rvf )= a-bM, M (M** (l)

where, a,b and M* are constants which characterize the nature of each seismogenic source.
Also the median values of the hypocentral depth [(km) of each source are estimated based on
the database of historical earthquakes. Table l. shows a,b,M* and lr of each sources'

Table l:GR Parameters of Seismicity Sources

b M-.. h lsector a b
A1 3.04 0.86
A2 3.81 0.94
A3 r.l5 0.65
A4 2.29 0.75
A5 4.33 1.09

A6 4.95 l.1l
A7 4.34 0.96
A8 2.73 0.76
A9 7.83 1.73

Ar0 5.58 1.08

All 2.95 0.8

5.85 l.l3
3.79 0.85
5.98 l.14
2.25 0.68
1.37 0.53
-0.02 0.34
8.92 1.68
4.85 1.03

3.03 0.9r

7.5
7

7.8
7.8
7.5
7

7.2
8.1
7.5
7.9
7.1

8.5 40
8.5 20
8.5 20
7.5 20
8.6 20
7.5 10

8.2 10

7.8 30
7.8 20

B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
C1
c2

t0
30
l0
10

20
20
50
l0
50
50
20

3.2Strong Motion Attenuation
Several siudies of strong motion attenuation have been made using data from the region of
interest and from other seismically active areas of the world. For our analysis, we are
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interested in the attenuation of p94 urlO spectral intensity (SI). Molas and yamazaki [3] is
one of those studies which have derived attenuation relati6nships for both PGA and SI 6aied
ori a large number of data obtained in Japan by reliable devices.-The formula of strong motion
attenuation is stated as: r

logy = bo+brM +bzr+btlogr+boh+ cilop e)
where, ) is- qg intensity measure (either PGA or $r), M is magnitude of an earthquake, r is
hypocentral distance, ft ishypocentral depth (krri,'bo,br,b2,b, andbo are regression cbeficients,
c, is a constant of locality, - a is. the slandard d6vilati6n- of refressioi- errors and p is a
parameter to represent confidence interval of the estimate. Table 2 shows the values oi thesecoeffrcients' 

Table 2:Confficients of Strong Motion Attenuation

3.3 Alternative SEWSs
To fi1$ the optimal.trade-off betwee! 94! in safety and costs associated with false alarms, we
consider the following alternatives of SEWS configuration and evaludte their effectiveness.

System A This system is a baseline in comparison with which we examine the effectiveness
of other alternative_ systems.. Systern A is modeled as a warning system which is
composed-of.only the waysidg part of-the current SEWS. ttris systerir operates on S
waves and triggers. automatic braking for trains on a operational track segment when
PGA. recorded b-y the corresponding wayside accelerom-eter exceeds a threihold value,
which is set at 40gals.

System R-This system is th€ sy_stem that had been in operation until 1999. It assigns a specific
track segment to each of I I coastal accelerometers in addition to the wiyside iystem
configuration of system A. These ll preset sections, hereafter referred as-"shut-down"
sections, cover the entire line with some overlap. Each shut-down section is composed
gf neighbori_ng operational track segments. The controlling policy of the cbastal
warning of this system is that when the earthquake motion aiacoasial accelerometer
exceeds a preset intensity, then automatic braking is issued for all trains in the
corresponding shut-down section. This system operates on S waves and the threshold
value of PGA for triggering automatic braking is set at 4Ogals for both wayside and
coastal accelerometers.

System C The- underlying 
-idea 

of system C is that it should be able to issue warnings with
increased lead time for emergency braking if the system can operate on P wives in
addition to S waves and also it is able to trigger iutomatic briking also outside its
designated proximal track section when one ofthe coastal acceleromiters detects high
ground motion levels that justify ordering of such warnings. In this system, it is the
estimated magnitude of the earthquake I{ and the epicentral location r that determine
the area of the track section to be shutdown. A system like this is the UTEDAS: see
Nakamura[4]. The UTEDAS evaluates the destructive potential at all locations s along
the track based on the estimation of M and x of the earthquake and historicat data oi
damage and non-damage events depending on M and epicentral .distance a(x,s).
Emergency braking may or may not be ordgred depending on the frst 6stimate of M and
, !.oT a single station using P waves and the procedure is then repeated using S waves
with increased accuracy of the estimation.

Systeqr- pThis system conesponds to the system that is currently in operation on the Tohoku
Shinkansen. This system maintains the geographic c6nfiguiation of the coastal
accelerometers and controlling policy of system B, but its coastal system operates on
191 gnly S waves but also P waves as in system C. The current system on the Tohoku
Shinkansen is called the "Compact" UTEDAS as it is a truncated veision of the UTEDAS.
Although the details of the method to evaluate the destructive potential of the
earthquake used in the Compact UTEDAS are different from those in the UTEDAS, we

b2b
PGA(cm/s'?) 0.206 0.477 {.001
Sl(cn/s) -1.64 0.614 -0.00133 -1.00 0.00233 0.184 O.ZS7
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regard them as identical.in this-9gdy for simplicity.
ln additi-on to the above-mentioned different system configurations of SEWS, we examine the

effect of changing earthquake intensity parameters at wayside stations from PGA to SI, for
itrir" is amplienlineeririg evidence ttiatl, Sl, which takes. response^spectra of structures into

consideratitin, is Tar bettJr as a measure of the destructiveness of earthquake motion than

PGA.

3.4 Occurrence Rate of Risk Events
In order to avoid derailments, the present SEWS tends to stop trains at a high rate. In a few
cases such actions may indeed result in derailment avoidance, but in most cases theJ produce
ifalse alarms" and unnecessary delays of various durations. Hence, a._reasonable way to
characterize the performance of the SEWS is to calculate the rate of derailments the were not

p.iV"rt"A and the rate of delays of various magnitudes, more specifically, we define four
rates:

. U(D) :annual rate of earthquake-induced derailments. This is the.exPected number of
traini per year that derail du6 to earthquakes-' anywhere along.the line.

. & (D ' :annual rate ofearthquake-induced short delay_s.T"his is.the expected number of
irains per year that, after b-eing stopped !I th. S.EWS, are immediately allowed to

resume opdration without any inspection of the tracks.
. UeA :a?rnual rate of eartitquake-induced medium (elql1,_!\is is the expected

number of trains per year that, after being stopped by the SEWS, resume operation at

low speed to perform on board inspection ofthe track.
. lt (L) :annuil rate of earthquake-induced long delays_. T_his is the expected number of

iluinr p"r year that, after being stopped by 4" SEWS, are- not allowed to resume

operati,on until on-foot inspection of the tracks has been completed.

The general procedure to calculate the rates of the events t of interest ( € can be D, S, M,
Z, wf,ere the'symbols stand for derailment, short delay. medium delay,.and- long delay events)

under the give'n warning system W (W can be A,B,C,D, where the symbols stand for System

A, B, C and D)p ( 6lW) is given bY:

pGlw) = L !,L ^(*, 
*)r(",)r(elu, *,s,w\xau

where, 

r

: ,t (U,r) is the rate density per year of earthquakes of magnitude M at epicentral
location.r. This density is given by Equation (l)'

. E(n,) is the expected iumb-er of trains running at a random point in time in operational
segment s.. p( ilU,xi,s,I7) is the probability of event €occurring under the-given SEWS for a
train irnning in operational segment s, an earthguake of magnitude M and epicentral
location r. This probability may in turn be writtei as:

P(elM, x,s,w) = L pGlu, *,s,r\Qlu, x,s,w)

where I i, tfr" g"lr"ri" trigger/no-trigger status of SEWS. Ihas the foltowing logicalvalues:
T=7" for automatic braking triggered by coastal system, T=T* for automatic braking triggered
by wayside system, and T=To in the case of no trigger.

4.RISK ANALYSIS

Here we show how the probabilities of various events in the right hand side of Equation (4)

are evaluatpd for different € ,T andW.

4.1 Conditional Probability of Ttigger, P(IlM,x,s,W)

Joumal of the Eastern Asia Society for Transportation Studies, Vol.4. No.6. October, 2001
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4.1.1 System A
For System A, there is one-on-one correspondencebetween an operational Eack segment and
3 wayside accelerometer and no. coastal system is. inst4led. Theiefore, automatic 

""-og.n"ybraking occurs for-an operational track segment when the intensity ofthe earthqu"t e rec[iaei
at the..designated wayside accelerometer exceeds the presei threshold vAue. friggei
probability for system A is obtained as:

P(T*IM, x,s, A) = 16, -(u, r(r, r)) > rj )

where, r(x,s) is the distance between x and .r and y*(M,r(x,s)) is the attenuated intensitv of
an eartquake of magnitude M at the operational irack segment s and r"' is thJ trdg;;
threshold for a wayside accelerometer.

4.1.2 System B
For system B, if either of designated coastal and wayside accelerometers record the levels of
the earthquake.intensity that exceed the preset threstiold value, it is the one that is the closest
9l1l t9 th. epicenter which issues emerlency braking. The probability of coasaf triggii Zi is
glven as:

e(r"tu,x,s,n)={u-"r.,, :,9,,'fif,ihi/;01ff},:f1'',1t,,,.,u,,, (6)

whqre, /"(Y,l!f,.ill -is he attenuated intensity of an earthquake of magnitude M at coasral
statlon l_ald I.. ts the trigger threshold for a coastal accelerometer. The piobability of wayside
trigger I. is given as:

pk-lu.*,r.aY{, t , r(v'('u"(L')>r,i) ; ('G'')<r(r,i))' [(r-pty.(,u,,G,i) ryj)Ytv"(;",G,;);I,;) , 6r,,,1,,r,,,) (7)

And the probability of no-trigger 7, is given as:

p(TolM, x, s, B) = (r - r(y" (u, r(x, i )) ) r"' )Il - r(sr *(tvt, r (x, s)) > r; )
4.1.3 System C
System C may trigger.upon the arrival of either P or S waves to the coastal stations. For given
estimates of M and /, the system causes trains to stop if the parameter y given as belSw is
larger than the preset threshold value I/.
y = O.7lLn - log,o A(x,i) (9)

yher9, M, a (x,i) are estimated 
. magnitu-de and epicentral distance by the urEDAS.

Considering uncertainty on the estimates of (M,x), y may be modeled as a random variable
with normal distribution, mean value given by Equation (E) and variance,

A Risk-Benefit Analysis of the seismic Early waming system for High-Speed Railways

oo,o = 0.5A

oo., =O.25L

265

(10)

(11)

(12)

(s)

(8)

ol =(o.tv,l.(.rf,)

Based on the data about empirical performance of the UTEDAS, we consider the following as
reasonable values for the standard deviation of the estimation error for earthquake magnii'ude
and epicentral distance from P wave arrival and those from S wave arrival.

o*., = l.o

ou,,=o.5
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For system C, the probability that a coastal station triggers on the arrival of P waves is given

as:

{r".olr,t,x,s,c)= dy, . r') (13)

and the probability that a coastal station triggers on the arrival of S waves is given as:

r@,,lu.x,s,c)= (r - p(r, > r'))p(v" > r') (14)

where y,and l are estimated value of y based on P waves and S waves, respectively' Also, the

probabifity oiho-nigger at a coastal station is given as:

p(ro.,lM,x,s,c)= (r - r(r, > r')I1- r(v, > r')

Considering that each track segment alo4g-the line ca1 be triggeredty all coastal stations in

th;;;t;f-rfiii* C, ttre proUibitity ttrai-/<-th (k = 1,2,"') arrival of.P or S waves to any of

"r"rt"f 
it"ii"hs triggers thd emergeni:y braking of trains along the track segment s is given as:

eQ,lu, x, s, c) = p(y(k, x, M )t t' (t,, )f,i 6 - p6ft 
' 
x, M )>r' (i,, ))

(ls)

4.1.4 System D
foi svjtem D. which is a truncated version of system C, the probabilities of various I are

given also by equation (6),(7) and (8).

4.2 Seismic Fragility of the Viaduct Structure
A k t-ffip*Liri .if tnr seismic risk analysis is the evaluation of the probability of.the

"i"i"tt Ourni,g" in an operational segment s- d-n-der tt q giYgl, ground motion intensity' Fragility

"r*ii ,r" 
"!ti*ut"d 

'by Yamagudhi and Yamazaki t5l f9r generic reinforced concrete

uuitaingr using both PGA and sl-based on the data from the Kobe earthquake as:

p,(y)=.[r?")

(16)

(17)

( l8)

where, pr(y) is the probability rhar a building being damage-d at by an earthquakg qf intensity

v. @ is iiie svmbo'l for proSability distribuiion function of the standard normal density,_ z
iJ tni ,iun aia t is th6 variance. The pa.umeters of Equation(I7) is estimated as Table 3.

Table 3: Parameters of the Fragility Curve for Generic RC Buildings

PGn(cnr/s')
SI(cm/s)

7.34 0.9t2
5.31 0.844

The viaduct structure of the Tohoku Shinkansen is composed of a series of short spans with
f"r,gtn if :Zm. Rssuming the number of continuously damage .or continuously undamaged

spa"ns of the viaduct hai a geometric (essentially 6xponential) distribution, the relation
6!i*L"n tti mean numbe. of iontinuously undamaged ipans nr(y) and the probability. P,(y)

tfrat a singte viaduct span is damaged, givdn that the locaflevpl of earthquake intensity is y as

follws:

,.0)==#

4.3 Probability of Derailrnent
Wi *ru*" that the intensity of an earthquake at the track reaches its maximum value

i"tt""iii 
"ra 

that a train of leigth I travels_a distance LE after the arrival of the S waves. We

a;f1ntt"d p;"babitity of deraii-ment P, as the probability that the train meets damaged track

Journal of the Eastern Asia Society for Transportation Studies, Vol.4. No.6. October, 2001
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(note that derailment due to vibratory motion without structural damage is excluded). Under
these simp.lifying assumptions,. the evelt oflo-derailment occurs only-if the last poiirt of tne
train, coming fpom undamaged conditions (before the strong vibratofoi motion arrives at the
track), encounter no damage in track length LE and stops ii'stantly, aira if *re instant before
stopp.ing, the section 9f tragk of length I_ occupied by the train is'entirely undamaged given
that it is undamaged at the location where the rdin terminates. From the fact- thai the
distribution of undamaged and damaged section is exponential and using Equation (17), the
probability of no-derailment given y is given by:

A Risk-Benefir Analysis of the Seismic Early warning Systbm for High-speed Railways

PG, oli = r-l\e' tY $ r )!'tb )
(le)

(20)

Therefore, taking complimentary probability, the probability of derailment is given as:

dolv)= t - 4n olv)=, - 
"-t@r' 

L'ttr)tt'v(t)

Taking the expectatior of Equation.(20) , the probability of derailment, po(M,x,s) of a train
running is.operational segment s, given the occunence 6f an earthquake of rnalriituaJrflii
epicentral location x is given by:

e(olu, x, s)= | - E p,,."b-t(tE.rv(sP)y'oo)J (21)

In Equation(21), ZE is the le-ngth of track that a train in operational segment s covers and has
the following values depending on whether or not of the occurrence-of emersencv brakins
from the coastal station. when emergency braking is ordered, rE is equal rc fr*,Jfi"lpi',
where r', is the. spee^d of the train wneir uratin! starts and a. is thL oecetei'itio'n "#1tri]
:n]grg^erlcy braking.-If not for the occurrence of emergency braking, rE is equal to sEC(s), the
half of the average distance between trains in s in theiam6 directid'n. Theret'ore,

r(olu, x, s,r", 
" )= (, - E / * .,."b-Ko 

*. r flsr [^, o )]

P(olu, x, s,To)= [ - 4,r,,,, b-t(sEcG)' 
r v(sPl}', tr )]

r(tlu, x,s,w )= rly,*rs y(,vr, a(x, s ))]

(22)

(23)

4.4 Probability {f Various Delal's
Delays can be ca'used by either the coastal or the wayside system; these events are denoted by
7. and I" as indicated earlier. Here we give formulas for just the former, for the reasons o'f
brevity. The equations are complctely analogous for an r* bised operation.

r(slu, x,s,w)= el1@, t(r,s))< 4*,, ] (24)

(2s)

(26)

r(ulru,x,s,w)= 
"k^r, 

< y(irz,a(r,s)) ly,*r)

where,. {^pq and .Yi^22 &te the threshold intensity for on board inspection and on foot
lnspectlon, respecttvely.

s.RISK RESULTS

We calculated the rate of the four risk events: derailment p(D), short delay a(S), medium
delay p (M) and long delay p (L). for the four SEWS configuritions: sys6m A, jystem B,
system C, system D and a modified system D, in which SI is ihosen as tlie waysideintensitv
Parameter instead of PGA. We calculated Equation (3) with the setting of M at the interval df
0.1 and x into 194 discrete point sourcei.The results of the coirparison between four
alternative in terms of the rate of events are given in Table 4. Our^main findings on the
effectiveness of these systems are as follows: -
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Table 4:Risk Results

rt(D) a0 rt(M) a&)
System A
System B
System C
System D

0.062 2.304 0.636 0.284

0.059 7.850 0.646 0.284
0.056 45.066 0.646
0.058 22.927 0.646

0.284
0.284

System D(SI) 0.058 21.870 0'232 0'117

Coastal station The reduction of tt(D) caused by coastal slalioq! in system B compared
--;ith-rrrt"m A, which has no coastal stations, ii by about 5%. T\e cgas-t4 system has.no

effectbn the iates of medium and long delays, which are controlled by-the wayside

svstem. On the other hand, the coastal syitem ii the primary cause of false alarms, whose

iit" a"p"rOr on the level of ground motion at which trains are stooped.
p wave deiection The additionai reduction of a @) caused by.coastal stations in sy-stem D,

which can operate on P waves, compared with system B, whichoperates only on S waves,

is Oiiappoinlingly small. On itre oiher hand,. ii.causes about rhree jimeq as many short

O"f"yi'"'t ttt" co"aital system B does in its original setting,y.'= f" -1!O e3ts' .

tigieiiirg policy The adiitionat reduction of ,u (D) caused by coastal stations. in system.C,
^--"1"" 

*iiiJft ariy of G coastal accelerometer can order bmergency braking- of .trains
;yfi;;; 

"i,ingit" 
track, compared with system D, in which emergency.braking is

o.d".rO only to"the designited shut-down seciion of a coastal accelerometer, is also very

rnoA"rt. On the othir h!nd, it causes about twice as many short delays as the coastal

system D does.
Alterirative measures of seismic intensity there is a great adv-antage 

-i1 
changing^ the

intensity parameter oi ttre waysiOe syst6m of the current SEWS from PGA to SI' As is

airiinu,l"h u, ryrt"* blSI) in'Table 4, ft cal reduce the rate of long and medium delays

at leist in half *ithout increasing the rate of derailments'

The effectiveness of various conhgurations of SEWS for the Tohoku Shinkansen was

ai"6r"O in this paper. As the result 6f quantitative risk analysis,.we found, most importantly,

*-"r"i"glifr"iin6y'of the SEWS will b'e signihcantty_ impiove^{ if the earthquake intensity

;;;;?";;iin"'*aitiae stations is changid from PGI to SI irrespective to the coastal

system that is finally chosen.
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